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The evolutionary role of transposable elements (TEs) is still highly controversial. Two key 
parameters, the transposition rate (u and w, for replicative and non-replicative transposition) 
and the excision rate (e) are fundamental to understanding their evolution and maintenance in 
populations. We have estimated u, w and e for six families of TEs (including eight members: 
IS1, IS2, IS3, IS4, IS5, IS30, IS150 and IS186) in Escherichia coli, using a mutation 
accumulation (MA) experiment. In this experiment, mutations accumulate essentially at the 
rate at which they appear, during a period of 80 500 (1610 generations × 50 lines) 
generations, and spontaneous transposition events can be detected. This differs from other 
experiments in which insertions accumulated under strong selective pressure or over a limited 
genomic target. We therefore provide new estimates for the spontaneous rates of transposition 
and excision in E. coli. We observed 25 transposition and three excision events in 50 MA 
lines, leading to overall rate estimates of u ∼ 1.15 × 10–5, w ∼ 4 × 10−8 and e ∼ 1.08 × 10−6 
(per element, per generation). Furthermore, extensive variation between elements was found, 
consistent with previous knowledge of the mechanisms and regulation of transposition for the 
different elements. 
 
1. Introduction 
Transposable elements (TEs) are thought to be major players in genome organization and 
evolution. In prokaryotes, the simplest autonomous TEs are called insertion sequences (ISs). 
Usually, these elements encode no other function than their own mobility: a transposase 
flanked by short inverted repeats. IS elements are very common in bacterial genomes [1] and 
show an outstanding ability to mobilize within the host genome [2]. The outcome of such 
invasion is sometimes unexpected, with cases where transposition was responsible for direct 
fitness increases [3] or played a major role in adaptation to specific environments [4]. 
However, most spontaneous transposition events lead to a reduction in the growth rate of 
bacteria [5]. Consistent with the selfish DNA hypothesis, TEs can nevertheless be maintained 
because of their high transposition rate despite the deleterious effects they may cause. Theory 
[6] suggests that, in prokaryotes, TEs can be maintained if there is horizontal transfer and the 
rate of transposition and excision decreases with copy number [7]. Knowledge about 
transposition and excision rates is therefore crucial for understanding TE abundance in natural 
populations [8]. 
Estimates of the transposition and excision rates of IS elements vary widely, ranging from 
10
−3
 to 10
−7
 for transposition [9,10] and about 10
−9
 to 10
−10
 for excision [11,12]. These 
estimates were typically obtained by ‘mating-out’ assays [9], papillation assays [13] and 
fluctuation tests. Estimates obtained by direct observation are rare [14]. Notably, all 
approaches except direct observation manipulate the system in order to detect events that are 
very infrequent. 
Here, we estimate the spontaneous rates of copy-and-paste (u), cut-and-paste (w) and excision 
(e) per element, per generation for eight different IS elements, using mutation accumulation 
(MA) in a mutator strain of Escherichia coli. In our experiment, natural selection is kept at a 
minimum long enough that a significant number of transposition events, even if deleterious, 
accumulate. This approach specifically aims at an unbiased estimation of the transposition 
rate, excluding lethal events. 
 
2. Material and methods 
(a) Bacterial strains and growth conditions 
The strain used in this study was E. coli K12 MG1655 srl::Tn10 mutS (ancestor of the MA). 
The 50 lines for which we determined new transposition events were derived from a previous 
MA experiment which we prolonged for an extra 20 passages following the same protocol. 
All cultures were grown on Luria–Bertani medium supplemented with agar at 37°C. 
(b) DNA extraction and detection of transposition events 
DNA isolation from the 50 MA lines at the 70th passage, as well as from the ancestor, was 
done following a previously described protocol [15]. To determine the number of IS copies in 
the genome of the ancestor and in the MA lines, we used the vectorette PCR (vPCR) method 
described in [16]. To reduce the probability of missing transposition events, we performed the 
vPCR method with two different enzymes (RsaI and BstUI). As shown in [16], this procedure 
allows a reliable determination of the number of copies of ISs in E. coli's genome. However, 
because we used a mutator strain, all events were individually confirmed by target sequencing 
(see the electronic supplementary material for details). The vPCR method revealed 41 events 
of transposition (including excisions), from which 28 events were confirmed. Half of the non-
confirmed events were due to another IS element (IS10), which was present in the ancestor, 
but was not targeted in this study (its transposition rate approx. 10
−4
 [14] is too high to be 
accurately estimated by this methodology). Insertions of IS10, either close to or within the 
targeted ISs, largely explain the mismatch. One third of the non-confirmed events (excisions) 
were caused by the deletion of a DNA fragment close to the element but not the element 
itself. Finally, the remainder of the non-confirmed events resulted from point mutations that 
presumably affected the restriction site or annealing of a primer. 
(c) Estimating the rate of excision and transposition 
We used a multi-type branching process [17] to estimate the rates u, w and e independently 
for each IS. Briefly, we model types (a,b,c) in which a copy-and-paste events, b excisions and 
c cut-and-paste events have occurred, with respect to the ancestral genotype. Type (a,b,c) thus 
carries m = m0 + a − b copies of the IS, where m0 is the ancestral copy number for that IS. We 
assume that type (a,b,c) produces an individual in the next generation of type (a + 1,b,c), type 
(a,b + 1,c) or type (a,b,c + 1) with probabilities mu, me and mw, respectively; the probability 
of double events per generation is neglected because the rates are expected to be low. For 
particular values of u, w and e, we constructed a Markov chain to describe this process over 
70 passages, recovering a predicted distribution of types. We then used nonlinear 
minimization (Nelder–Mead) to find values of u, w and e that minimize the sum of squared 
error between observed and predicted frequencies of each type. 
 
3. Results 
(a) Accumulation of spontaneous transpositions 
We determined the transposition and excision events that occurred in 50 MA lines (table 1). 
In 58% of the lines no events were detected, the remaining lines exhibited between one and 
three events and more than one event involving the same IS type was detected in only two 
lines. We observed a significant correlation between the number of initial copies of each IS 
type and the number of events observed after 80 thinsp;500 generations (figure 1; Spearman's 
coefficient = 0.78, p = 0.022). This is expected under the conditions used in this study where 
selection is minimized and the number of observed events should reflect the spontaneous rate 
of transposition and be proportional to the initial number of copies. It is commonly thought 
that many TEs are auto-regulated, i.e. their rate of transposition decreases as the copy number 
increases [10]. Our data do not lend support to this expectation (see electronic supplementary 
material, figure S1), though the sample size was not sufficient to make definitive conclusions.  
(b) Inferring the ‘effective’ rates of transposition and excision 
We estimate the ‘effective’ rates of transposition and excision, that is, the end result of the 
spontaneous process in terms of keeping, increasing or decreasing the IS copy number. For 
example, we score all events of IS loss as excisions (or cuts), irrespective of whether they 
occurred through the classic excision mechanism or were the result of deletions involving a 
particular IS. Among the IS elements studied, the ‘effective’ preferential mode of 
transposition is by far the copy-and-paste mechanism. Another clear result is the excess of 
events including IS1, which represent about 60% of all events. The highest rate of 
transposition (u = 2.67 × 10
−5
 ± 7.89 × 10
−6
) was estimated for IS1, followed by IS2 (u = 7.72 
× 10
−6
 ± 3.29 × 10
−6
). Overall, u varied between 2.67 × 10
−5
 and 1.38 × 10
−6
 ± 1.18 × 10
−6
 
(IS5). When pooling all the IS elements present in this strain of E. coli, excision events were 
rare: e estimates are 10 times lower than u. This implies that a reduction in IS copy number by 
spontaneous mutation alone is unlikely. However, we also found that for some elements (IS2 
and IS5), e can be almost as high as u. 
Over the 80 500 generations, no events were detected for IS3, IS4 and IS150. In the case of 
IS4 and IS150, the elements were present in the ancestral genome as a single copy; thus, even 
if they were to transpose at a rate as high as 10
−5
, for example, we would need more than 100 
000 generations to detect one event (a timescale larger than in our experiment). As for IS3, it 
is possible that its transposition rate is in fact lower than that of all the others, because all five 
copies of this element were functional in the ancestral genome, as determined by sequencing. 
 
4. Discussion 
Previous estimates of transposition rates in bacteria span several orders of magnitude, from 
10
−3
 to 10
−7
 [9,10]. Here, we estimate a range of u and w from 2.67 × 10
−5
 to 1.16 × 10
−6
. Our 
estimates are less biased than previous estimates, because selection was minimized and 
transposition was assessed across the whole genome. Furthermore, we include a sufficient 
number of different IS elements to account for differences between transposition modes. 
It has been reported that the spontaneous transposition of IS1 occurs at the relatively low rate 
of about 10
−7
 in a standard mating-out assay [18]. These assays involve both conjugation and 
transposition and are therefore likely to underestimate the transposition rate. Other strategies 
have also been used. Saito et al. [13] used a papillation assay to estimate the transposition rate 
of IS1 from a donor plasmid to the chromosome. Briefly, this assay scores a transposition of 
the IS element (which carries a gene lacking transcription and translational start signals) when 
it inserts in some position of the genome that restores the gene's expression. This approach 
only scores as transposition events the ones that restore the gene's function; moreover, it 
employs a greatly increased expression level of the transposase in order to observe such 
events. For these reasons, the estimated transposition rate of the order of 10
−3
 obtained with 
this method is difficult to interpret. Our estimates for this element, about 10
−5
 for u and 10
−6
 
for w, somewhat reconcile these extremely disparate previous estimates. Conditions such as 
non-optimal temperature [19], starvation [20] and other potential stressors can also affect the 
rate and spectrum of transposition. For example, contrary to our observations (figure 2), Naas 
et al. [20] detected a rate of transposition for IS5 higher than that for IS1 during storage. Our 
estimates relate to a period during which E. coli is actively growing (daily transfers), which 
may explain the differences in the estimates.  
The estimated rate of transposition averaged for all the elements of E. coli studied (u ∼ 
1.15×10
−5
) is higher than the average excision rate (approx. 1.08×10
−6
), which suggests that in 
addition to excision, selection against new insertions helps keeping element numbers low. 
A similar procedure from an MA experiment in Drosophila melanogaster produced mean 
estimates of u and e of 1×10
−4
 and 4 × 10
−6
 [21]. Understanding why these are about one 
order of magnitude higher than those in E. coli is an important question, which might be 
related to the remarkable difference in genome complexity between E. coli and D. 
melanogaster. 
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